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Highlights 

 

 1,800 Welsh individuals expected to be up to £50 per week worse off due to the cap, whilst 

735 are expected to be £150 or more worse off per week.  

 1,232 Welsh households expected to be up to £50 worse off per week, whilst estimated 482 

households in line to lose £150 or more per week. 

 With average weekly family food shop now at £77, these benefit losses will hit affected people 

hard.  

 Over 2,000 households and 3,500 individuals with children could be affected by Cap. 

 Estimated 2,460 households in Wales could be affected by Cap, nearly 1,000 more than 

previously estimated. 

 Estimated 1,294 of individuals contacted are Lone Parents living in Wales. This means that 1/3 

of all individuals contacted in Wales are Lone Parents.  

 
 
The DWP recently contacted benefit recipients across the UK to inform them that they may be affected by the 

forthcoming introduction of the Benefit Cap in April 2013. A breakdown of the key statistical information related 

to Wales is given below.  

 

Expected Benefit Change 

 

   Of the GB household totals, 41,070 are expected to lose up to £50 per week under the Cap. 16,070 

are expected to lose over £150 per week. Based on the Welsh percentage of the total figure, it is 

estimated that 1,232 Welsh households will lose up to £50 per week and 482 will lose £150 or more. 

   Of the GB individual totals, 54,560 are expected to lose up to £50 per week, and 22,280 expected to 

lose £150 or more per week. It is estimated that 1,800 Welsh individuals are expected to lose up to 

£50 per week, and 735 will lose £150 or more. 

   To put this into context, the average weekly family food shopping bill is now above £77. This means 

that 1,232 Welsh households and 1,800 Welsh individuals could lose up to 2/3 of their weekly food 

shopping money. It also means that the 482 Welsh households and 735 Welsh individuals set to lose 
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more than £150 per week could be losing what amounts to just under twice their weekly food 

shopping bill under the proposed benefit changes.  

 

Case Studies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Households 

 

 A total of 88,650 households across Great Britain (England, Scotland and Wales) were contacted by 

the DWP to inform them that they may be affected by the introduction of the Cap. 

 Of these, 2,640 were households in Wales, representing 3% of all total households contacted. It was 

previously predicted that 1,700 households in Wales would be affected. 

 

Individuals 

 

 In total 119,980 individuals across Great Britain (England, Scotland and Wales) were contacted 

regarding the possibility that they will be affected by the cap. 

Tony lives with his wife Sandra and their four children in Cardiff. Tony acts as a full time carer for his 

youngest child, who has cerebral palsy and epilepsy. Sandra has a muscular disability and does not 

work. The family receives around £27,000 in benefits, and stand to lose £1,000 of these when the cap is 

brought in. They also stand to lose some of their housing benefit when their older children go to 

university, as they will have at least one spare room. In total Tony and Sandra could lose up to £30 per 

week, almost half the price of an average weekly shop.  

 

Raymond and Katherine live with six of their children in a rented former council house on a social 

housing estate in North Wales. Raymond has been out of work for more than ten years, while his wife 

suffers from bipolar disorder with an anxiety disorder meaning she is unable to work. The household is in 

receipt of Child Benefit, Child Tax Credit, JSA, Council Tax Benefit and Housing Benefit, totalling 

£30,284.80 per year. Under the proposed cap, Raymond, Katherine and the children would stand to lose 

£82.40 per week, which is more than their weekly rent payment.  
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 Of this figure, 3,920 individuals live in Wales, representing 3.3% of the total number of people across 

GB contacted. 

 

Households/Individuals with Children 

 

 Of the GB household totals, 52,500 households contained 1 to 4 children, whilst 23,240 contained 5+ 

children. These figures were not broken down by nation/region, but based on the Welsh percentage of 

the total figure, we could estimate that 1,575 Welsh households contacted contain 1 to 4 children, and 

697 contain 5+ children. 

 Of the GB individual totals, 73,650 individuals had 1 to 4 children, whilst 33,020 had 5+ children. These 

figures were again not broken down by nation/region, but based on the Welsh percentage of the total 

figure, we could estimate that 2,430 Welsh individuals contacted have 1 to 4 children, and 1090 have 

5+ children. 

 The GB total of individuals contacted who were classed as Lone Parents was 39,220. From this we 

could estimate that 1,294 of the lone parents contacted live in Wales. 

 

Note 

 All estimates are based upon the percentage of both the GB Household and Individual totals 

that live in Wales. This is 3% and 3.3% respectively.  

 Case studies are based on examples taken from the BBC and The Independent. 

 

Data Sources 

http://statistics.dwp.gov.uk/asd/index.php?page=adhoc_analysis – link to the statistical tables used in this briefing.  

http://statistics.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd1/adhoc_analysis/2012/benefit_cap_analysis_apr13.pdf - DWP briefing 

outlining the results.  

http://statistics.dwp.gov.uk/asd/index.php?page=adhoc_analysis
http://statistics.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd1/adhoc_analysis/2012/benefit_cap_analysis_apr13.pdf

